Superior Technology, Safety & Service
Effective dust collection to meet NFPA & EPA standards

You‘re working to make your facility a safe environment and meet new NFPA and EPA
combustible dust regulations. Because your grain handling operation is unique, you want a
customized, energy-efficient solution, not “one-size-fits-all” dust collection equipment. This could be a tough
project. Or maybe not....
Since 1969 Mac Process has been providing dust collection solutions for the grain
industry, serving over a thousand clients worldwide.
Difficult projects? We’ve conquered them. Mac Process’ team of 100+ in-house engineers
understands the specialized needs of the grain industry and will help you select a reliable solution to limit
your liability—whether you choose venting, containment or suppression. You’ll also benefit from our close
partnerships with best-of-breed explosion protection vendors.

Meeting Your Obligations for Explosion Protection.
Mac Process-designed systems leverage our deep knowledge of the grain handling and
processing industries. We help you select cost-effective and energy efficient technology for your
specific application, instead of trying to fit your application into a limited range of technologies.
Mac Process is able to deliver faster lead times on highly-engineered, custom built systems
at competitive prices because we are the primary equipment manufacturer and manage all
production schedules.
Trained Mac Process experts stay on top of evolving environmental regulations. We’ll help you
select the right explosion protection to meet NFPA and EPA standards.
Our three state-of-the-art TestCenters prove systems before any steel is cut or equipment is
installed.
Finally, we prepare our customers for success with custom training, robust Aftermarket care,
$1M+ in-stock parts inventory, and expert Baghouse Services.

What Do You
Need?

For the grain industry, Mac Process delivers custom designed and
engineered solutions for:
Plant controls systems upgrades
Plant dust control systems
Scaling systems for mixers
Hammermill airlift convey and dust collection systems
Grain unload storage and transfer to processing
Grain dust transfer systems
Pneumatic convey product recovery from dust filter and cyclones
Pellet mill cooler emission control systems
Minor and micro ingredient additive systems
And much more

Technology Review
MCF PowerSaver™
Designed green. Built strong.
The MCF PowerSaver is a sustainable air filtration solution
which operates with low pressure cleaning air (7-9 psig). It
consumes less horsepower than any other bag filter and
requires no integrated plant compressed air. Providing
unrivaled cleaning capacities (up to 250,000 CFM), the MCF
PowerSaver can handle challenging environments such as
operation in high temperatures (over 500 degrees F) and in
extremely cold weather installations.

Everything’s
Under Control
Mac Process delivers:
Pneumatic Conveying
Air Filtration
Material Handling
Project Management
Process Controls

SpaceSaver™
The biggest improvement in dust collection is also the
smallest.
Compact design + efficient performance = reduced costs for
you. The SpaceSaver is up to 75% smaller than traditional
baghouse collectors, freeing up valuable space and
allowing a fit in tight spots. Less expensive to ship and
install, the SpaceSaver uses one-piece, easy maintenance
cartridges which trap dust more effectively. SpaceSaver
dust collector uses less energy and comes with an
emissions guarantee.

Mac Process Pulse Jet Filters
For tough industrial applications.
Whether you need a single collector or an entire plant
system, Pulse Jet Filters provide heavy duty filtration for
grain and food processing. Electronically timed pulses of
compressed air dislodge particles, ensuring a long service
life and minimal maintenance.

Baghouse Services
Leak free. Mechanically correct. Guaranteed.
No more worries about leaks, or wasted energy/
compressed air. Mac Process’ Baghouse Services Group
provides Continuous Compliance Inspections (CCI), repair
and ongoing periodic maintenance for baghouse and
related dust collection equipment.

Filtration TestCenter
We can prove systems before equipment is installed.
Mac Process’ state-of-the-art Filtration TestCenter features
a particle emissions test machine. We analyze results using
varying air-to-cloth ratios and grain loading with different
configurations to build the most cost and energy efficient
dust collectors for your applications.

Benefits of Working

with Mac Process

Test particle emissions
Receive written certification
Meet NFPA & EPA standards
Improve employee safety
Minimize plant liability
Reduce operational costs
Reduce in-house maintenance
costs

filtration
conveying
weighing
feeding
measuring
automation

The Schenck Process Group is the global market leader of measuring and process technology solutions in
industrial weighing, feeding, measuring and automation. The Schenck Process Group develops, manufactures
and markets a full range of solutions, products and systems on the basis of combining process engineering
expertise, reliable components and field-proven technology.
A member of the Schenck Process Group, Mac Process is the largest North American solutions provider of
pneumatic conveying and air filtration systems. We’ve moved, controlled and captured thousands of products
for multiple industries. Our project management and process controls groups have successfully executed more
than 850 fully integrated process systems worldwide.
The Schenck Process Group has a global network of 33+ locations, 130+ territorial agencies, 22 assembly
facilities and Field Service Technicians, which provide the infrastructure to deliver global solutions on a turnkey
or supply-only basis.
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